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Abstract 
A general Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach for constructing Multilayered Feedforward Networks (MFNs) in 
the context of power .\ystem transient stability assessment, is developed based on formulated ANN principles and 
methodologies. The success of an ANN approach for power ::.ystem transient stability assessments depends upon the 
successful learning of the correct mapping by the ANN, which in turn depends on numerous factors such as the selection 
of MFN features, the scaling of these features and the selection of training patterns and architectures. In this ANN 
approach, these factors are accounted for. 
The general ANN approach is applied to develop a proposed ANN system for fault type identification, fault location and 
critical clearing time estimations in the context of power system transient stability assessment. The ANN ::.ystem consists 
of three components to account for various pre-fault loading conditions, fault locations and fault types in the estimation 
of Critical Fault Clearing Times (CFCTs). The ANN system is applied to a sample single-machine system. It estimates 
the CFCT and the fault location with negligible error, and it also identifies the type of fault correctly. 
Three schemes are formulated to validate the general ANN approach and the developed ANN system. These schemes 
verifY experimentally all MFN training patterns and MFN structures of the developed ANN .\ystem. In addition, the 
effects of (i) varying the density of training patterns, (ii) varying the number of hidden nodes, and (iii) adding auxiliary 
input features, on the developed ANN ::.ystem are empirically investigated. 

1 Introduction 
The primary objective of the transient stability assessment 
of a power system is to determine the capability of the 
power system to remain in the stable mode of operation 
when a large disturbance such as a short-circuit fault is 
imposed on the system. To assess the transient stability of 
power systems, generator and network models, based on 
the direct-axis and quadrature-axis analysis, have 
previously been developed. These models are in the fom1 
of state-space equations which can be solved using step
by-step numerical integration techniques. The step-by-step 
numerical integration approach provides accurate 
evaluations of power system transient stability and is 
widely adopted in practice. 

The transient stability of the power system depends on the 
initial operating conditions and the severity of disturbance 
of the system. In particular, the severity of a short-circuit 
fault depends on the type and location of the fault, and on 
the fault clearing time. The determination of power 
system transient stability limits, based on numerical 
integration of state-space equations, requires numerous 
program executions for every feasible combination of 
initial operating conditions and system disturbances. As 
there are usually many such combinations, a large number 
of program executions will be required and hence 
extensive computing time. Therefore, the transient 
stability of power system evaluated in this manner is 
performed oiT-line. 

Alternative methods such as the Direct Method of 
Lyapunov [ 1 ] and the Extended Equal Area Criterion 
approach [ 2 ] have also been proposed for high-speed 
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assessment of power system transient stability. Although 
these methods provide high-speed stability assessment, the 
dynamical models adopted are often simplified. Recently 
an artificial intelligence approach for on-line transient 
stability assessment of power systems has been 
proposed [ 3 ] . In the approach, stability decision rules in 
the form of decision trees are constructed using the 
induction learning method [ 4 ] . The trees reflect the 
relationships between the pre-fault operating conditions of 
the power system and the ability of the system to operate 
in the stable mode for assumed fault conditions. However, 
these decision trees, once constructed, are not easily 
modified to accommodate changes in fault conditions and 
network topology. 

Apart from the above methods, fast assessment of the 
transient stability limits of the power system based on 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) can be an alternative 
method. For this a1ternative approach, the capabilities of 
the ANN to learn and generalise enable the network to 
obtain the complex mapping which carries pre-fault and 
post-fault system attributes onto the single valued space of 
Critical Fault Clearing Time (CFCT). The CFCT is an 
attribute which provides important information about the 
quality of post-fault system behaviour and it can be 
estimated by the ANN in negligible time. Recently ANN 
approaches have been proposed [ 5 - 9 ] for the 
estimation of CFCTs in transient stability assessments of 
power systems. 

An ANN [ I 0- I 2) is a network consisting of nodes and 
weighted interconnection links. The weights are usually 
adjustable and can be trained using a learning algorithm. 
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In an ANN application, the network is utilised to map a 
subset D of input patterns in the input space RN onto a 
subset S of output patterns in the output space RM, where 
N and M are the dimensions of the input and output 
patterns respectively. After the ANN is trained off-line, it 
learns a set of weights for the required mapping and can. 
be used for prediction in an on-line environment. The 
training process is conducted using a set of training 
patterns from the subset D with or without a 
corresponding set of target patterns from S. If the training 
involves a set of target patterns from S, then the learning 
is supervised. Otherwise, the learning is unsupervised or 
self-organised. 

In general, supervised learning is more suitable for 
learning any complex mapping which maps a specified set 
D of input patterns onto a specified set S of output 
patterns, whilst unsupervised learning is more suitable for 
clustering problems investigating the relationships 
amongst input patterns. ANN applications of the transient 
stability assessment problem, require that a set D of input 
patterns characterising all pre-fault and post-fault power 
system conditions, map onto a set S of the CFCTs. 
Therefore, an ANN architecture · together with a 
supervised learning algorithm will be more appropriate 
for the present problem, and the Multilayered 
Feedforward Neural Network (MFN) employing the Error 
Back-Propagation (EBP) [10) learning algorithm is 
adopted. The MFN has the capability [ 12] to approximate 
any continuous function given a sufficient number of 
hidden nodes. 

The success of an ANN approach for power system 
transient stability assessments depends upon the 
successful learning of the correct mapping by the ANN. 
Successful learning of the correct mapping depends on 
numerous factors, the most important of these are : 

(a) the selection of the ANN architecture 
(b) the selection of the ANN input features 
(c) the selection of the ANN training patterns 
(d) the convergence of the ANN training process 
(e) the scaling of the input features in (b) 

The methodologies accounting for the factors (a)-(e) 
above so that a consistent ANN approach can be 
developed for fast transient stability assessment, have been 
formulated by the authors [ 13]. These methodologies were 
formulated based on the characteristics of the adopted 
ANN and learning algorithm, the non-linearities of target 
mapping, and the statistics of weights and input features. 

This paper presents a proposed ANN system for fault type 
identification, fault location and critical clearing time 
estimations in the context of power system transient 
stability assessment in Section ( 2). A general ANN 
approach based on developed ANN principles and 
methodologies for developing MFN modules, is proposed 
in Section (3). The selection of MFN input features of the 
proposed ANN system is described in Section ( 4), whilst 
the scaling of these features is described in Section ( 5). 
The selections of MFN training patterns and architecturcs 
are described in Sections ( 6) and ( 7) respectively. 
Finally, three validation schemes are developed and 
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applied to the developed ANN system in Section (8), 
where some validation results are also presented. 

2 Proposed ANN System 
Fig.1 shows the overall structure of the proposed ANN 
system for direct CFCT estimations of the single-machine 
system in Fig.2. The data for the single-machine system 
are summarised in the Appendix. 

The principal factors affecting the transient stability of a 
single-machine system are the initial operating conditions, 
the fault type and the fault location. The ANN system 
accounts for these factors through the functions of three 
components, namely, the CFCT Estimator, the Fault 
Location Estimator and the Fault Type Identifier. Each 
component consists of a number of MFNs containing one 
hidden layer. Each MFN has the common input features: 
the initial rotor angle o, the terminal voltage v1 and the 
terminal current i, immediately after fault inception. 

Based on the common input features, o, v, and ;,, as well 
as the active and reactive output powers, P and Q, the 
Fault Type Identifier distinguishes the type of fault on the 
external circuit of the single-machine system. Depending 
on the fault type, the identifier provides a fault type index 
forming the selection signals for the Fault Location and 
CFCT Estimators. The types of faults which are 
considered are, 1-phase-to-earth (lPE), 2-phase-to-earth 
(2PE), 3-phase-to-earth (3PE) and phase-to-phase faults 
(2PP). 

By means of the selection signals from the Fault Type 
Identifier, appropriate MFNs of the Fault Location and 
CFCT Estimators are selected to estimate values of the 
fault location and the CFCT. The selected MFN of the 
Fault Location Estimator calculates the fractional distance 
of the fault, ffd, from the high-voltage side of the 
generator-transformer, along the external circuit of the 
single-machine system. Together with the common input 
features, o, v, and i~, the fractional distance ffd is 
presented to the selected MFN of the CFCT Estimator 
which calculates the numerical value of the CFCT. · 

2.1 MFN structures of Fault Type Identifier 
The Fault Type Identifier consists of two MFNs, A and B, 
in cascade. The first MFN A is employed to identify 1PE, 
3PE and 2-phase faults. 2-phase faults consist of 2PE and 
2PP faults. When a 2-phasc fault is detected through MFN 
A, the second .t-.:fFN B is employed to identify the actual 
fault type. 

MFN A contains 3 input nodes for the common input 
features v" i, and o, and 1 output node for the fault type 
index. MFN B contains 2 input nodes for the input 
features P and Q, in addition to 3 input nodes for the 
common input features. Similar to MFN A, MFN B has 1 
output node for the fault type index. 

For both MFNs, A and B, the output of the MFN is valid 
only if it occurs in the interval (0, 1]. The interval [0, I) 
is divided into a number N of disjointed sub-intervals 
(0,1/N), [l/N,2/N), ... , [(N-1)/N,1], each of which is 
associated with one fault type. Initially, during the MFN 
training, all training patterns of a fault type are mapped to 
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the centre of the sub-interval associated with the same 
fault type. Subsequently, during testing, all input patterns 
of a fault type will be mapped to the sub-interval 
associated with the same fault type if the training had 
been successful. 

Therefore, in :MFN identification of IPE, 3PE and 2-phase 
faults, the sub-intervals are [0 , 1/3), [ 1/3 , 2/3) and 
[2/3 , I] corresponding to lPE, 3PE and 2-phase faults 
respectively. Moreover, in :MFN identification of 2-phase 
faults, the sub-intervals are [0, 1/2) and [112, 1]. 

2.2 MFN structures of Fault Location Estimator 
The Fault Location Estimator consists of 4 :MFNs. Each 
MFN is employed to estimate the fractional fault distance 
ffd corresponding to one fault type. Each :MFN of the 
Fault Location Estimator has 3 input nodes for the 
common input features v, i1 and o and 1 output node. Any 
MFN output is the numerical value of ffd corresponding to 
one fault type. 

2.3 MFN structures of CFCT Estimator 
The variation of the CFCT of the 3PE fault with initial 
rotor angle o and fractional fault distance ffd, in the first 
swing of the single-machine system in Fig.2, is shown in 
Fig.3. The CFCT is semi-linear over the greater portion of 
the domain for o between 14° and 90°, but it becomes 
very non-linear foro less than 14°. As a consequence, two 
MFNs are employed for estimating the CFCT, one for the 
CFCT of the semi-linear region R1 between o of 14° and 
90°, and one for the CFCT of the non-linear region R2 

between o of 9° and 14°. The range of ffd that is 
considered is 0.0 to 0.9. The evaluation of the CFCTs of 
2-phase faults involves similar considerations, and two 
MFNs are employed in each case. These MFNs are shown 
in Fig. I. 

3 A General ANN Approach 
For successful MFN applications in Sections (2.1) - (2.3), 
MFN training pattern and architecture selections, amongst 
many other factors, must be considered. The related 
principles and methodologies have previously been 
discussed and developed [ 13]. To consistently apply these 
principles and methodologies to identify fault types and 
estimate CFCTs and ffds, the following general ANN 
approach is proposed : 

Step 1 Determine the primary input features from 
amongst the variables of the problem model as 
well as the auxiliary input features that do not 
relate directly to MFN target features but 
correlate closely with the primary input features . 

Step 2 Scale all input features to zero mean and unit 
variance. 

Step 3 Use the curvature C defined below to determine 
the general irregularity of the mapping. For this 
purpose, C is estimated for a sufficient number of 
points on the domain of mapping, such that the 
general irregularity can be established. 

C(x)=(o
2
f;x), o

2
f;x) , . .. , o2f~x)) (I) 

OX] ox2 OXN 
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Step 4 Divide the domain/region into sub-regions such 
that each element of curvature C lies within a 
small interval for each sub-region. Then 
determine the maximum values of all elements of 
C for each sub-region. 

Step 5 Determine the minimum density of training 
patterns on each sub-region based on the 
maximum values of the elements of C. 

Note that the density of training patterns wrt any 
parameter X; on each sub-region rj is determined 
using the maximum value of the ith element of C, 
which is simply the second derivative of mapping 
wrt X; , for the sub-region rj. If the density of 
training patterns for a particular value of second 
derivative has been determined previously, then 
the same density applies. Otherwise, the density 
must be determined by trial and error. 

Step 6 Using the results of Step 5, determine the 
individual training patterns, taking into account 
the minimum density and borders density 
requirements (13] . This is to ensure that the 
mapping can be learnt accurately on the domain 
and at the borders. 

Step 7 Determine an upper bound of the number of 
hidden nodes that is required of the l\tlFN using 
the method established in ref.[13] . 

Step 8 Reduce the hidden nodes until the EBP averaged 
~ystem error Es begins to exceed a pre-set error to 
obtain the minimal MFN stmcture. 

Step 9 Train the MFN stmcture obtained in Step 8 using 
the training pattern set obtained in Step 6 to 
achieve the required MFN approximation of the 
target mapping. 

This general approach is applied to develop the MFN 
modules of the proposed ANN system in Fig.l for 
estimating of the critical fault clearing times (CFCT) of 
the single-machine system in. Fig.2. The application 
details are given the following sections. 

4 Feature Selection 
4.1 Feature Selection for CFCT Estimator 
The CFCT of the single-machine system in Fig.2 depends 
on the initial operating conditions and the severity of the 
fault. It is. therefore, a function of the initial rotor angle o, 
the fault type as well as the fractional distance of the fault, 
ffd, from the generator-transformer, along the external 
circuit. As the fault type is accounted for by the selection 
of an appropriate MFN in the CFCT Estimator, o and ffd 
only arc selected as primary input features . 

To learn the CFCT mapping of the non-linear region R2 

corresponding to any fault type, however, the terminal 
voltage v, and current i, immedi:,tcly after the fault 
inception are included as auxiliary input features. These 
input features reflect the severity of the fault condition. 
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4.2 Feature Selection for Fault Type Identifier 
For the single-machine system of Fig.2, a short-circuit 
fault along the external circuit can be represented by an 
equivalent fault impedance. The equivalent fault 
impedance is a function of the symmetrical components of 
the impedances of the unfaulted circuit, and it can be 
calculated through the symmetrical component and the 
direct- and quadrature -axis analysis. 

To identify IPE, 3PE and 2-phase faults, the faulted 
external circuit can be characterised by the equivalent 
fault impedance. This is because the equivalent fault 
impedances are significantly different for distinct fault 
types. Therefore, the machine terminal voltage v1 and the 
machine terminal current i, immediately after the fault 
inception reflect the type of fault imposed on the system 
for constant initial rotor angle t5. Thus, the primary input 
features ofMFN A are t5, v1 and i1• 

The equivalent fault impedances of 2-phase faults, 
however, are similar, and the terminal voltage and current 
cannot reflect the type of 2-phase fault for constant initial 
rotor angle t5. 
The active power P of the machine immediately after the 
fault inception differentiates 2-phase faults for initial rotor 
angles o greater than 30°, and it is employed as the 
primary feature of MFN B. The reactive power Q is added 
to increase tl1e average separation between the clusters of 
2-phase faults. In addition, the auxiliary features, the 
terminal voltage v, and current i,, are added to improve the 
convergence during training . . 

4.3 Feature Selection for Fault Location Estimator 
From the symmetrical component and the direct- and 
quadrature -axis analysis of the single-machine system, it 
can be shown that the fractional distance of a short-circuit 
fault,.ffd, is a function of the following system paran1eters: 

(i) The direct- and quadrature- components of the 
machine tenninal voltage, vd and v9, and of the 
machine tenninal current, id and i'l 

(ii) The first derivatives of the direct- and quadrature
components of the terminal current, id and i 9, namely, 
(did I dt) and (di 9 I dt) 

(iii) The rotor angular frequency ror 
At the time of sampling immediately after the fault 
inception, the rotor angular frequency ro, equals 
approximately to the nominal angular frequency ffi3 , and 
the first derivatives (did ldt) and (di 9 ldt) tend to zero. 
Therefore, the contributions of the parameters c.o,, (did! dt) 
and (di9 I dt) in (ii) and (iii) to the target.ffd mapping are 
negligible. 

The variations of the voltages, vd and vq, and the currents, 
id and i9, at the time of sampling, can be reflected through 
tile variations of the machine terminal voltage v1, the 
machine terminal current i1 and the initial rotor angle t5. 
Hence, the quantities v, , i, and t5 are selected as the 
primary input features of each MFN module of the Fault · 
Location Estimator. 
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5 Feature Scaling & Learning Rate 
Adjustment 

All input features of the MFNs of the ANN system are 
scaled to the zero mean and unit standard deviation. The 
MFN output features of the Fault Type Identifier, ffd and 
CFCT Estimators, the fault type index, ffd and CFCT, are 
bounded in the intervals [0.0 , 1.0], [0.0 , 0.9] and [0 , 5) 
respectively. These intervals lie within the capabilities of 
MFNs containing tile linear output activation function. 
Hence, the MFN output features, the fault type index, ffd 
and CFCT, are not scaled. 

In training each MFN of the ANN system, the 
combination (q,Y'J of the initial learning rate qe[O.l,0.9] 
and the momentum re[O.l,0.9] which achieves the 
greatest convergence, is employed. The combination (q,Y'J 
is found by trial and error. 

6 Training Patterns Selection 
The determination of a minimal training patterns 
selection for a number of MFN modules of the CFCT 
Estimator, is described in this section. The training 
selections of the CFCT Estimator are determined 
according to steps 3-6 of the general ANN approach, 
hereafter referred to as the curvature method, whilst the 
training selections of the Fault Location Estimator and the 
Fault Type Identifier are determined using a modified 
form of steps 3-6. The modified form and its applications 
are not developed in the present paper. 

6.1 Patterns Selection for CFCT Estimator 
From the non-linearity of the CFCT, the domain of the 
CFCT of each fault type is divided into a linear region R1 
and a non-linear region R2. One MFN is employed to 
learn the CFCT of each region. Each region is further 
divided into two sub-regions, R1 into ru and r12, and R2 
into r21 and r22. The density of training patterns on each 
sub-region rif is then determined. From the density, the 
training patterns are generated, and a minimal selection of 
training patterns is constructed to learn the CFCT of each 
regionR;. 

The formation of sub-regions r;i of R1 and of R2 in cases of 
3PE and 2-phase faults, and the determination of the 
density of training patterns on each sub-region ru·· are 
described in the following sub-sections. Approximation 
errors of the training patterns derived from these densities 
are of the order of 10-3 seconds. 

6.1.1 Patterns selection for the CFCT of R1 for 3PE faults 
The variation of the CFCT of the 3PE fault is semi-linear 
on R1 between initial rotor angle t5 of 14° and t5 of 90°. 
Second partial derivatives of the CFCT wrt o and ffd are 
shown in Figs.4(a) and 4(b) respectively. From tllese 
partial derivatives, two sub-regions are identified for R1. 
The first sub-region ru between ~ of 34° and t5 of 90°, 
and the second sub-region r12 between t5 of 14° and 34°. 

The second partial derivatives of sub-region r 11 tend to 
zero. Therefore, tile density of training patterns for 
learning the CFCT of r 11 , is low. However, as a 
consequence of the minimum density requirement of the 
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cwvature method, it is required that, at any point x = 
( o,jfd) on the domain rll = {( o,jfd)}: (i) The density P.ffd of 
training patterns wrt ffd corresponds to at least 4 patterns 
uniformly spaced over the sub-domain r11 ,o ={(~,jJd): 

\:/(~,jfd) E rn, ~ = t5} for any o; (ii) The density Pt5 of 
training patterns wrt t5 corresponds to at least 4 patterns 
uniformly spaced over the sub-domain r 11 • .ffd ={(0,~: 

\:1(0,~ e rn, ~ = ffd} for any ffd. As the domain r 11 is 
rectangular, the total number of training patterns that is 
required will be at least (4x4=16). 

The second partial derivative of the CFCT wrt t5 of sub
region r 12 is relatively large compared ·to .the second 
partial derivatives of r11 . The maximum value of the 
second partial derivative is 15.46 units, and the minimum 
value of the density Pt5 of training patterns wrt t5 is found 
to be 4.335 units. The second partial derivative of the 
CFCT wrt ffd of r12, however, remains small throughout 
the sub-region. Hence, at any point x on the domain r 12, 
the density P.ffa of training patterns wrt ffd corresponds to 
at least 4 patterns uniformly spaced over the sub-domain 
Y12,J={(~,jJd) : "f(~,jfd) E Y12, ~= 0}. 
6.1.2 Patterns selection for the CFCT of R2 for 3PE faults 
The variation of the CFCT of the 3PE fault is non-linear 
on the region R2 between initial rotor angle t5 of 9° and t5 
of 14°. The second partial derivatives of the CFCT wrt t5 
and.ffd are shown in Figs.5(a) and 5(b) respectively. From 
these second derivatives, two sub-regions r21 and r22. are 
formed. 

The second partial derivatives of sub-region r21 are small, 
and the density of training patterns for learning the CFCT 
of r2 ~. will be low. Hence, the densities, P.ffa and Pt5 , of 
training patterns wrt ffd and t5 on sub-region r21 are 
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determined in accordance with the minimum density 
requirement of the curvature method. 

The second partial derivatives of the CFCT of sub-region 
r22 are, however, relatively large compared to the second 
partial derivatives of r21 . The maximum values of the 
second derivatives wrt t5 andffd are 3.767 and 3.055 units 
respectively. These numbers are similar to the maximum 
second derivative wrt t5 of sub-region r12 in magnitude. 
This implies that densities p6 and P.ffa of training patterns 
similar to the density p6 on sub~ region r22 are required. 

As the dimensions of r22 are much greater than the 
dimensions of r12 because of feature scaling, a large 
number of training patterns would be required. The need 
to employ a large number of training patterns to learn the 
CFCT of sub-region r22, however, is greatly lessened with 
the addition of the auxiliary features v1 and i1• The 
addition of v, and i1 reduces the density of training 
patterns which would have been required. It also improves 
the convergence of training processes. Thus, to achieve 
approximation errors less than 6 x w-3 seconds, the 
minimum value of the density Pt5 wrt t5 reduces to 2.445 
units; and the minimum value of the density P.ffd wrt ffd 
reduces to 2.586 units. 

6.1.3 Patterns selection for the CFCTs for 2PE & 2PP faults 
The selection of training patterns for 2-phase fault cases is 
similar to the selection of training patterns for the 3PE 
fault case. The maximum second derivatives of the CFCT 
wrt t5 and ffd, and the corresponding minimum densities 
of training patterns on each sub-region riJ in each 2-phase 
fault case, are summarised in Table I. From the minimum 
densities, a minimal selection CTc of training patterns is 
constructed to learn the CFCT of each region R;. The 
approximation errors ad are also summarised in Table I. 

Sub-region !iax dev. wrt Min den. wrt Max dev. wrt Min den. wrtffd 
8 8 .ffd 

No. of training . Bound of 
patterns approx. error 

............ ;;; ·~i~~- -i~~.~.~~... .. . .. .. .. ..:.~.~ ..................... .... fil"""'"'" ............ ~:~~ ..... ..... ... ............ ;t:· ......... .. 

............ !:!.l .. ~.f.~l . .f.'!!. . ~FE · ............. ~.·!~ ....................... .. ~:~.~ ......................... ~~~~ ........... . 

28 (-0.004 . 0.003) 

44 [-0.002. 0.004) 

r 12 of R 1 for 3PE 15.48 n .27 o.oo p.,,;, 

0.11 Pn•in 0.00 p.w, 
ooooooo ou oooo o o oo ou ooo•o••••• •• •••• •• •••••••••• • ••••••••••••• ••••••••••o. • •• ••••••••••••••••• • oo o o o oo ooo oo o oooo oo oo oouo o oo o ............ !':!.!.~.f.~Lf.?!.}?.t ... ....... . 28 (-0.005 , 0.004] 

r12 of R 1 for 2PP 2.58 3.04 0.03 Pnun 

(a) The CFCTs of R1 for all fault types 

Sub-region Bmmdof Max dev. wrt I Min den. wrt 11 Max dev. wrt IMin den. wrtffi~l No. of training 
8 8 11 /Td I 11 patterns approx. error 

.......... .. ~;-·~~~~·~~~ ·i~~ ............. f ........... i~/Js ........... l ............ f-91 .. ........... 1 ............ ~~9~6 .......... -j- ............ i~1 ............ 1 53 I [-o.oo6 • o.oos) 

............. ~;·~~~~·~~~ ·~~~ ............ f .... ....... ;:7~6?7" .......... 1 

............ r;; ........... .. 
1 

........... ;:t5~ ............ 1 

............ ~~ ............ 
1 

60 I (·0.006. 0.002] 

.............. ~; .. ~~~~-}~~ ·i~~............. .. ......... i~/Jo ........... , ............. t~~ ............. , ............ ~:~~ .......... + ........... ~~i ............ 1 47 (-0.005, 0.002] 

(b) The CFCTs of R2 for all fault types with auxiliary features 
Table I : The maximum second derivatives of the CFCTs of sub-regions r;.i in 2-phase and 3PE fault cases, along with 

the corresponding minimum densities wrt t5 and ffd, numbers of training patterns and MFN appmximation 
error bounds. 
p ,,;, : Density of training patterns according to the minimum density requirement. 
dev. : Second derivative 
den. : Pattern density 
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Cases n.• No. of training Upper bound of Minimum no. of 
patterns hidden nodes hidden nodes 

II----'C:..:F,.:C-:=T--'o"=f ;;_;R.:...;1 f<':'-o--'r 2:;,:P:..:E:....__-;~-· ·········· ·~-Jfd_ .......... .. .................. :::::: ................ ..... ............ ~-~- --·········· ··· · · · ·· ·· ··········---~ · · ·· ······ ·· · ···· ············ · ·· ··-~---·············· 
II----'C:;.:F:-=C-:=T--'o"=f;;_;R.:...;1 f<':'-o--'r J:..:P,.:E:....__-;~ -··· · ··· ·· · · §.,/l.J. ..................... .......... :::: ................................ ~~--- ······ ·· · ·· ··· .................. ? .................................... ~ ................. . 

CFCT of R 1 for 2PP J . ffd 28 4 4 

II----C:-:F:-:C-::T:-o-:f-::R-1 f<::-o_r 2:-:P:-:E::----I~·········· ·· · ?_ .. ~ff.~ .............. ............... !!.?.!.! ............... ................. ~~---·· · ···· ······· .................. ~.. .... ............ . ................. ~ ................. . 
II----C:-F:-C-:T:-o-:f-:-R=-2 f<:-o_r 3_P_E __ ~·············?. .. :ff.~ .............. ............... !!.!.!.!............... . ............... ~~---··· ·· ······· · · ................. ?................... ············· ·· · ·-~·-················ 

CFCT of R1 for 2PP o ,ffd i,, v1 47 7 4 

lt---=ffi'::-a:-m_a..:..p:....pi--'ng=-C.=-or_l:-:P:-:E::----1~····· ········- ~-'-!! ............... ......•. .......... ~~---···· ·········· ······ ·········-~~- - -···· · ······ ·· · · · · ···············-~· -· ·· · ······· ····· ······· ·· ····· ··· -~· -· ·· ············· 
lt---=ffi'::-a.,..m_a_:_p:....pi--'ng=-f<:-o_r 2:-:P::-::E---1~·············-~-'-!!. ............................... .''!!. .••.•...•..•...•. ·················~-~---····· · · · · · ···· ...•...........•.. ~... .............. ················--~---·············· 

ffd mapping for 3PE 0 • j 1 v1 25 4 4 
ffd mapping for 2PP .............. i·:·i;··············· .................. ~;··········· ······ ................ 2".5""··············· ··················4·················· ··················4················· 

Identification of 1 PE, 
2-phase & JPE f.'lults 

0. i, v, 64 10 3 

Table 11 : Summa!)' of the primal)' and auxilial)' input features, the minimum number of training patterns, as well as 
the upper-bound and the minimum number of hidden nodes for each MFN Module of the developed ANN 
system in Fig. I. 

7 Structures of MFN 
The numbers of patterns of the minimal trauung 
selections ac of the ANN system, determined according to 
steps 3-6 of the general ANN approach and the modified 
form, are summarised in Table 11. In the case of the CFCT 
of R1 for the 2PE fault, the minimal training selection ac 
consists of 28 patterns, and the minimal MFN IT consists 
of 4 hidden nodes. Taking this as the base case, the upper 
bounds of hidden nodes for all other cases are determined 
as detailed in ref.[ B). 

Minimal MFNs can be obtained by reducing the number 
of hidden nodes and checking the EBP averaged system 
error ~>s. The numbers of hidden nodes of the minimal 
MFNs IT of the ANN system, are summarised in Table 11. 
The percentage reduction in the number of hidden nodes 
from the upper bound to the minimum is always greater 
than or equal to zero. In all cases with auxilial)' features, 
the reduction in the number of hidden nodes is vel)' 
significant. 

8 ANN System Validations 
Three validation schemes are developed in this section to 
verify (i) the densities of training patterns selections with 
or without auxiliary features, (ii) the structures of the 
corresponding MFNs, and (iii) the auxilial)' features. The 
developed ANN approach and ANN system have been 
validated through the application of these schemes to the 
MFNs IT and training patterns selections ere of the 
developed ANN system. The application of validation 
schemes to the MFN modules for the estimation of the 
CFCTs of linear regions R1 for 2-phase and 3-phase faults 
are elaborated in the following. 

8.1 Scheme A: Verifying Density of Patterns 
This scheme is to train a sufficiently large number n of 
selections a-1, er2, .. , ern of training patterns respectively of 
densities f>l, />1. • .. , Pn on n MFNs of the same structure, 
where the difference between the densities, p; and p;+I, of 
any two successive selections, er; and er;+ I, is small and the 
density p of the investigated selection er of training 
patterns is bounded between the densities, PI and Pn, of 
the least and the most dense selections. 
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For this scheme, if the density p of the selection a is 
below the minimum level Pmin. the MFN will likely 
acquire an approximation with large errors for all the 
training selections er;. However, if the density p is near the 
level Pmin, the approximation errors Ed will likely be 
marginally greater than a pre-specified error &.r for all 
selections CJi for which p; < p ; the errors &d will always be 
less than 6sp for all CJi for which p; > p. 
In addition to verifying the density p of trainin~ patterns 
of any investigated selection a; this approach also 
examines the variation of the error &d of MFN mapping 
with the density p of training patterns. It is employed to 
verify the training selections ere of the developed ANN 
system. 

8.2 Scheme B: Verifying Number of Hidden Nodes 
The ~-1FN structures obtained by reducing the number of 
hidden nodes until the averaged system error Es of the 
EBP learning algorithm begins to increase above a pre
specified error are usually not the minimal structures. 
This is because the EBP will only converge for few vel)' 
specific combinations of the learning rate 1J, the 
momentum rand the initial weights {w!f} as the MFN is 
reduced to the minimal structure. 

Thus, for any finite number of training sessions, each 
employing a different combination of the parameters 17, r 
and {wij}. it cannot be guaranteed that the minimal 
structure can be obtained. Nevertheless, it is always 
possible to obtain near minimal structures containing one 
or two more hidden nodes than the minimal. 

As a consequence, the sensitivity of the accuracy of MFN 
mapping fw to the number Nhn of hidden nodes becomes 
important. If the accuracy of MFN mapping /w is sensitive 
to the number Nhn, then the EBP learning algorithm will 
not be appropriate for training the MFNs of the proposed 
ANN system. Moreover, the general approach, which 
requires the determination and the use of minimal MFN 
structures, will become invalid. 

The sensitivity studies can be conducted by training the n 
selections {er;} of training patterns formed in accordance 
with Scheme A on each of m sets of n MFNs. The first set 
of n MFNs has the near minimal Nnm hidden nodes, whilst 
the second set of n MFNs has (Nnm + 1) hidden nodes. The 
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mth set of n MFNs has the upper bound Nub hidden nodes. 
This approach is applied to verify the MFNs n of the 
developed ANN system and, thereby, validating the 
method for selecting hidden nodes. 

8.3 Scheme C: Verifying Auxiliary Features 
Let {a;} denote a collection of training patterns selections 
a; with auxiliary features constructed according to 
Scheme A. Let{/];} denote a similar collection of training 
patterns selections /]; but without the auxiliary features. 
The auxiliary features of the investigated training 
selection can be verified ; at the same time, the effects of 
the auxiliary features can be examined by comparing the 
errors Ed of MFN approximation corresponding to the 
selections {a;} with the errors Ed corresponding to the 
other selections {/];}. Near minimal MFNs arc to be used 
for both collections of training selections, {a;} and{/];}. 

With the addition of auxiliary features to the pattern of 
primary input features, the number of hidden nodes can 
usually be reduced. The effects of auxiliary features on the 
number of hidden nodes can be observed by reducing the 
hidden nodes from the near minimal number for the case 
without auxiliary features, to the near minimal number for 
the case with auxiliary features. These investigations will 
validate the auxiliary features of any selection CTc of 
trammg patterns of the developed ANN system. 
Additionally, the investigations will demonstrate the 
effectiveness the method of auxiliary features . 

p,s\p.$1 2.876 1.438 0.959. 

11.269 .. [ -0 004 • 0.003 1 [ -0.005. 0.003) [ -0002 .0.004 1 + 
5.634 [ -0.011 • 0.004 1 1 -0.013. o.oo3 1 [ -o.on . o.oo3 I 
3.756 r -o.o16 . o.oo3 1 r -0.011 . o.oo31 [ -0.016 . 0.003 l 

(a) Intervals of error &d for the selections { 01} & MFNs w1th 
the near minimal number of6 hidden nodes 

p ,s \p.$1 2.876 1.438 0.959 .. 

11.269 .. r .o.o04 . o.oo3 1 r .o.004. o.oo3 1 r -0.004 . o.oo3J 

5.634 [ -0.008. 0.003] [ -0.009. 0.003] 1 -0.009 • 0.004 I 
3.756 1 -0.011 . o.oo3 I r -o.ol4 . o.oo3 I [ -0.015 . 0.0031 

(b) Intervals of error &d for the selectiOns { 01} & MFNs w1th 
7 hidden nodes 

p,s \ pffi 2.876 1.438 0.959. 

11.269. r -o.oo5 • o.oo3 I [ -0.004. 0.003 l [ -o.oo5 . o.oo3 1 
5.634 [ -0.009 .0.0031 r -o.o11 • o.oo3 1 [ -0.011 • 0.003 J 

3.756 1 -0.016. o.oo3 I [ -0.016. 0.003] [ -0.017. 0.003] 

(c) Intervals of error !:d for the selectiOns {a;} & MFNs With 
8 hidden nodes 

Table Ill : Intervals of error &d corresponding to testing 
selections {Oi} of varying density wrt 8 andffd for 
the CFCT of R1 for 3PE faults. 

p6 , {1llrl : Density of patterns wrl t5 and ffd respectively. 
• : Oensity of patterns wrl t5 or ffd of the corresponding training selection oe 

of the devebped ANN system. 
+ : Interval of approximation error &d corresponding to a training selection ot: of 

the devebped ANN system. 
Error &d is in seconds. 
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p,s\pffi 2.877 1.439 0.959. 

8.670 I .o.o04 . o.oo3 l 1 .o.oo5 • o.oo3 I ( -O.Q04 . 0.002 ] 

4.335. 1 -o.oos . o.oo3 I [ -0.004. o.oo3 I [ -0.004. 0.003 J + 
2.890 [ -0.007 . 0.003] 1 -0.001 • o.oo3 1 [ -0.008 . 0.003] 

(a) Intervals of &d for testing selections { 01} & MFNs n with the near 
minimal number of 4 hidden nodes : CFCT of R1 for 

2-phase-to-earth faults 

P61Pffi 2.876 1.438 0.959. 

11.269 . [ -0.004 . 0.003] 1 -0.005 • o.oo3 I [ -0.002 • 0.004] + 
5.634 [ -0.011 • 0.004] [ -0.013. 0.003] [ -0.013. 0.003] 

3.756 [ -0.016. 0.003] r .o.m1 . o.oo3 I [ -0.016. 0.003] 

(b) Intervals of &d for testing selections { 01} & MFNs n with the near 
minimal number of 6 hidden nodes : CFCT of R1 for 

3-phase-to-earth faults 

P6\Pffd 2.879 1.440 0.960. 

6.070 [ -0.002. 0.002] [ -0.002 • 0.002 l [ -0.002. 0.002] 

3.035. [ -0.004. 0.002] [ -0.005. 0.002] [ -0.005 . 0.004] + 
2.023 r .o.oo8 • o.oo3J I -0.009 • 0.002 I [ -0.009 . 0.003] 

(c) Intervals of&d for testing selections { 01} & MFNs n with the near 
minimal number of 4 hidden nodes : CFCT of R1 for 

phase-to-phase f.'lults 

Table IV: Intervals of error &d corresponding to testing 
selections { u;} for the CFCTs of R, for 2-phase and 
3PE faults. 

p5\pffd 2.877 1.439 0.959. 

8.670 [ -0.002 • 0.0021 [ -0.004 . 0.002 J 1 -0.001 • 0.002 I 
4.335. [ -0.004. 0.003 l 1 -o.oo5 . o.oo2 I [ -0.004. 0.002] 

2.890 [ -0.004 . 0.002] [ -0.004 • 0.002] [ -0.004 . 0.002 ] 

(a) Intervals of error sd for the selectiOns { ti} & MFNs w1th the near 
minimal number of3 hidden nodes : 

CFCT of R1 for 2-phase-to-earth faults 

PJI Pffi 2.876 1.438 0.959. 

11.269• [ -0.005 • 0.005] [ -0.005. 0.004] [ -0.005 • 0.003 ] 

5.634 1 .o.ot o. o.004 I 1 -0.011 • 0.003 I [ -0.012 . 0.003] 

3.756 [ -0.014. 0.0031 1 -0.017 . o.oo3 I 1-0.011. o.oo3 I 
(b) Intervals of error sd for the selectiOns { ti} & MFNs with the near 

minimal number of 4 hidden nodes : 
CFCT of R1 for 3-phase-to-earth f.'lults 

P6\Pffd 2.879 1.440 0.960. 

6.070 [ -0.003. o.oo3 I [ -0.002. 0.003] 1 -0.004 . 0.004 I 
3.035 .. [ -0.004. 0.003 1 [ -0.004. 0.003] [ -0.005 . 0.003 1 
2.023 ( -0.01 I , 0.003] r .o.o1o . o.oo3 I [ -0.012. 0.003] 

(c) Intervals of error !:d for the selections { ti} & MFNs with the near 
minimal number of3 hidden nodes : 
CFCT of R1 for phase-to-phase fault 

Table V: Intervals of error &d for the testing selections { r;} 
with auxiliary features i, and v, for CFCTs of R1 for 
2-phase and 3PE faults. TI1ese testing selections are 
trained on near minimal MFNs. 

* : Densities of patterns wrl t5 or ffd corresponding lo the training selections ot: 
v.ithout auxii<rY features ;, and v,. 
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Scheme A Error l>d increases as the density p; of the testing selections { 0";} of patterns decreases. The errors l>d for selections 0"; with 

11=====11 ................... ~~~-i!!~~- -~-.t?..~~~f!.r!.g!.~~!~~.!~~~.!~~--~~~~~P.?.~~i~~-~~~!!!~ .. ?!..t.~~.!~~!~i-~-~-~~~~!!~~.9."~. ~~~-~-i!~!~ .{~ .. ~:~:~l~ .................. . 
Scheme B Similar intervals of l>d are obtained for testing selections CT; of the same density but which are trained on MFNs with different 

11=====91······· · ···········-~-~-~-~~~-~!.~~~~-~~ .. E.?~--~~~~~-~-~!~!~?.~~-.f!!~. ~~~~~-~~-~~-~~.!:~!!~~-~-~~!.~!~~-~-~.Y. .~~~~.!~~~-~~~-~-~~?.~~: ................... . 
Comments These results verify the training selection O"c and the near minimal MFN ll corresponding to the CFCT of R1 for 3-phase-to-earth 

faults, and show that the MFN mapping is not sensitive to the number of hidden nodes. 

Table VI: Observations and comments on the results in Table Ill for the CFCT of R, for 3PE faults with 
Validation Schemes A and B 

Scheme A For each fault type, the error &d increases as the density p; of the testing selections { 0";} of patterns decreases. Moreover, the errors &d 

...... f~~-~~~-~-~!!~~~ .. 0..~!!~.:!~~-~!!!~.~--~~.§..~.~~.!!c!.~~~~!~~.!~.~-~--'-~~!.~f.!~~.?.?!.~~-~p~~:!!~.~.!.~!~~~-~--~~!~~-~~~.!!.C<.~~-~- ~!~~!~.!:::2~~-~-~-~;~~!: .......... 
Comments These resulls verify the 2 training selections O"c and the 2 near minimal MFNs ll corresponding to the CFCTs of R, for 2-phase faulls . 

Table VII: Observations and comments on the results m Table IV for the CFCTs of R, for 2PP & 2PE faults With 
Validation Schemes A 

Observations for The error &d generally increases as the density p; of the testing selections { T;} with it and Vt decreases. Moreover, the errors l>d of 
Scheme A 

selections T; with densities greater than the corresponding densities of the training selections O"c of the CFCT estimator 

······ ···· ······ · ·· ··································· ···· ····· ······ ·· ·········~-~~-~.?.~~~:! .~!!~!~..l::-~:~.:.2:~1. .............................................. ..................................... 
Observations for Comparing Tables IV and V to examine the effects of it and V1, the errors &d for 2- phase-to-earth faults are within [-0.005 , 0.005] 

Scheme C 
...................•....... !?.~ .~-~l.f.T.!l~.!~~~~-~-~~ .. ?.1~~-~-~-~!!.!~P~.~~~~~~~~.!~.~~-~-~~-~~Y..!?.~ .~~-~~~!~:~~~~.?.~.~.P..~~~~:!?.:P.~?.~~.!~~~~~---··· ··· ·· ·········· ·· · ········ 

11 Comments These results validate the auxiliary features it and Vt corresponding to the CFCT of R1 for all fault types and the method for selecting 
auxiliary features . The results also show that the MFN approximation capability can be improved with auxiliary features. 

Table VIII: Observations and comments on the results in Tables IV & V for the CFCTs of R 1 for 2PP, 2PE & 3PE 
faults with auxiliary features it and v1 

8.4 Validations of CFCT Estimator MFN Modules 
( a ) CFCTs of R1 for 3-phase-to-earth faults with Schemes A 
and B : To verify the training selection o-c of patterns for 
the CFCT of R 1 for 3PE faults, and to examine the effects 
of varying the density of training patterns on the 
performance of the corresponding near minimal MFN ll, 
testing selections { CT;} of patterns are constructed as 
described in Section (8.1), and trained on a set ofMFNs of 
the near minimal structure. To examine the sensitivity of 
the accuracy of MFN mapping to the number of hidden 
nodes, the selections {a-,} are also trained on 2 sets of 
MFNs, one with 7 hidden nodes and one with 8. These 
investigations are according to Schemes A and B. The 
errors &d of MFN mapping from the investigations are 
summarised in Table Ill, while observations and 
comments are contained in Table VI. 

(b) CFCTs of R1 for 2-phase faults with Scheme A : To verify 
the two training selections o-c of patterns for the CFCTs of 
R1 for 2-phase faults, and to examine the effects of 
varying the density of training patterns on the 
performance of the two corresponding near minimal 
MFNs ll, testing selections { O";} of varying densities {p;} 
are formed and trained on near minimal MFNs n. This is 
according to Scheme A. The errors &d of mapping from 
the investigations are summarised in Table IV, while 
observations and comments are summarised in Table VII. 

(c) Auxiliary features for the CFCTs of R1 : To examine the 
effects of auxiliary features, the auxiliary features i 1 and v, 
are added to the testing selections {a-;} of patterns for 2-
phase and 3PE faults to form the testing selections { -r;} . 
For each fault type, a set of near minimal MFNs ll is 
employed. The results are summarised in Table V, while 
observations and comments are summarised in Table VIII. 
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9 Conclusions 
An ANN system for direct estimation of CFCTs has been 
developed and applied to the single-machine system of 
Fig.2. In this ANN system, the factors reflecting the 
severity of a short-circuit fault, namely, the fault type, the 
fault location and the pre-fault loading conditions, have 
been accounted for. By considering the t:·mlt type, the fault 
location and the CFCT on separate components of the 
ANN system, the Fault Type Identifier, the Fault Location 
Estimator and the CFCT Estimator, the overall direct 
CFCT estimation problem has been broken down into 3 
sub-problems. 

Based on formulated principles and methodologies in 
ref.(l3], a general ANN approach has also been proposed. 
It has been applied to develop the MFN modules of the 
ANN system such that bounded approximation errors of 
the order of I o-3 have been achieved. 

The developed ANN system has estimated the CFCTs of 
the single-machine system in Fig.2 under various system 
loading and fault conditions within approximation errors 
of 6 X w-J seconds. Additionally, the ANN system has 
estimated the fractional fault distances within 
approximation errors of 5 x 10-3 ffd and identified the 
fault types accurately. 

Three validation schemes have been developed in this 
paper. These validation schemes have been applied to the 
MFN modules of the developed ANN system for 
validating CFCT and fault location estimations as well as 
fault type identification using the MFN. The validity of 
the ANN system and that of the general approach have 
been verified. Moreover, the results indicate the following: 

(i) There exists a minimum density Pmin of training 
patterns for learning each of the mappings of CFCT, 
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ffd and fault type identification to any pre-specified 
level of accuracy. 

(ii) The numbers of hidden nodes of the l\.1FNs of the 
developed ANN system, can always be reduced to the 
near minimum level. 

(iii) The accuracy of the l\.1FN mapping is not sensitive to 
the number of hidden nodes, provided that small 
numbers of hidden nodes are added. 

(iv) The auxiliary features assist the convergence of the 
training process, reduce the number of hidden nodes 
and improve the approximation capability of the 
MFNs of the developed ANN system. 

The work of this paper would provide a sound basis to the 
work on multi-machine transient stability assessments 
using the ANNs, if the multi-machine system could be 
reduced to a single-machine equivalent or a two-machine 
equivalent. 
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11 Appendix : Single-Machine System Data 
( a ) Generator Data 
Base MV A = 37.5 
Base stator voltage = 11.8 kV 
d-axis magnetising reactance = 1.859 p.u. 
q-axis magnetising reactance = 1.560 p.u. 
stator leakage reactance = 0.140 p.u. 
field leakage reactance = 0.140 p.u. 
d-axis damper leakage reactance = 0.04 p.u. 
q-axis damper leakage reactance = 0.04 p.u. 
stator resistance = 0.002 p.u. 
field resistance = 0.00107 p.u. 
d-axis damper resistance = 0.00318 p.u. 
q-axisdamper resistance = 0.00318 p.u. 
inertia constant = 5.30 MW-sec/MVA 
( b ) Transformer Data 
resistance = 0.0056 p.u. 
reactance = 0.1328 p.u. 
( c) Transmission line parameters 
resistance = 0.0075 p.u. 
reactance = 0.0468 p.u. 
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